Abstract. Modern sonar and radar measurement systems are widely used in the field of nondestructive testing for a long time. Usually reference signal is emitted towards the object to be investigated and we get a signal, which is the sum of reference signal reflected from different plies. The task of signal processing is to determine time instances corresponding positions of certain ply, which allow analyzing structure of object. Usually the cross correlation function (CCF) of transmitted sequence and received sequence is calculated. If peaks were clearly identified in the cross correlation function (CCF), it would be easy to determine time instances. Due to the noise some coherent peaks, additive to the expected peaks, appear on the CCF, which are confusing in regard to the clear distinction of target. In order to cancel effects of noise as much as possible some measures have to be taken for data manipulation noise cancellation, such as averaging, inverse filtering and so on. These signal-processing methods need a lot of floating point floating point operations and are time consuming. That is why the usage of such ultrasonic systems is limited in real time systems, which are the base for self-organizing systems. Amount of calculations depends on the length of reference signal, the length of reflected signal to be processed and the noise reduction method used in such system. A new system with reduced amount of calculations is considered in this article. In this system only parts of reflected signal corresponding peaks of CCF are processed. These parts are defined in acquisition mode and afterwards system enters measurement mode. New noise reduction method based on wavelet transforms coefficients thresholding is applied in this system. The length of reference signal impacts system noise immunity and amount of calculations. The main problem in ultrasonic non-destructive testing systems is to cancel out effects of the noise. The optimal length of reference signal for wavelet based signalprocessing method is defined. All these measures allowed significantly reduce amount of calculations in the self-organizing systems.
Introduction
Ultrasonic pulse echo flaw detection systems are widely used in the field of non-destructive testing. The limitations of currently ultrasonic instruments hardly lies on the property of hardware, but it may lie on the lack sufficient signal processing techniques. It is believed that that the received Ascan signal may carry a lot of information on material properties and defects but information appears in various guises of noise, which is to be deciphered completely. Further research in ultrasonic signal processing techniques is essential to enhance the testing ability of ultrasonic instruments. Generally the flaw signals measured in ultrasonic non-destructive testing (NDT) include the effects of measurement system and are corrupted by different kind of noise. So the signal processing techniques, which require a priori knowledge of noise statistics are subject to fail in many situations [1, 6] . Therefore the approach of signal processing should be involving the noisy signal itself in signal processing method [2] . The main drawback of such systems is amount of calculations [7] , and it is important to reduce amount of calculations in real time NDT systems. 
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Signal Processing in Ultrasonic NDT Systems
Let us analyze a real time system in which a transmitter and a receiver are located at predetermined points. Several M-sequences (usually the Barker code), modulated by ultrasonic wave are used as the transmitting signal and receiver receives signals reflected from the target. Such a system is depicted in Fig. 1 . 
k 1 and k 2 -coefficients depending on distance to the object, environment and object properties, t 1 and t 2 are direct proportional to the distance d and the thickness of object A:
Finally in the receiver we get signal y:
The task of signal processing is to determine time instances t 1 and t 2 . Signal processing time is restricted by properties of technological process and velocity of object A. For determination time instances t 1 and t 2 usually it's used principle of obtaining the impulse response by correlation process. Let's consider x ref be the transmitted sequence, y(t) be the received sequence and h(t) be the impulse response of the composite system, which includes the test piece, the transceiver system and their associated electronics.
The scattered ultrasound that is picked up by the receiver and the additive system noise n(t) constitute the received signal y(t). The output of correlation filter can be represented by
If peaks corresponding to reflections from the targets were clearly identified in the cross correlation function (CCF), it would be easy to determine time instances t 1 and t 2 . In practice, however, it quite difficult to identify them because of suspicious peaks in the CCF due to noise from the surroundings and it is essential to cancel out effects of noise. In order to reduce the effects of noise during transmission and reception some measures have to be taken.
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Band modification by moving average. Data processing is performed on both of the sampled received signals and original M-sequence and the sampling frequency is such that there are j samples per unit pulse of the M-sequence. So expected peak on the CCF is supposed to consist of 2j samples. In order to minimize spurious peaks, which widths are less than 2j samples, the sampled data are made smooth by performing the moving average of the data sequence:
This is equivalent to operate the Hanning spectral window. This method considerably minimizes the noise peaks of comparatively small width while keeping expected peaks intact.
Averaging. The system emits reference signal
, where Nperiod of reference signal. If the position of object A during l periods changes a little, it is possible to average input signal l times:
Noise level is reduced l times. This is effective but time wasting method and is not used in the case of signal processing time restrictions in real time systems.
Noise cancellation by subtraction. Some coherent peaks, additive to the expected peaks, appear irrespective of presence of any target [3] on the CCF due to the surrounding structure or due to the effect of limitations of the measuring system. To perform the subtraction, first data are taken from the test object without presence of any target. Another data are taken with the presence of target.
Inverse filtering. Passing the signal through an inverse filter can significantly reduce the random and clutter type noise. A major part of the long CCF is to be assumed as a noise except the portion corresponding to direct signal and reflected signal from the target. The inverse filtering operation [6, 7] on a signal is described as:
where [ ] n ŷ is output of the filter and P is prediction order. Coefficients {a k } are obtained by solving equation [7] :
This autocorrelation function R[i] is constructed with N samples of data from a suitable portion of signal, which presumably contains no peak. This filter attempts to remove the predictable part of the signal and produce an output [ ] n ŷ , which is completely unpredictable to the filter. The amount of floating-point operations, and the same signal processing time depend on the length (number of samples) of reflected signal to be processed, the length (number of samples) of reference signal x ref and the noise reduction method.
Reduced Sonar NDT System
For reducing the amount of calculations only parts of reflected signal corresponding peaks of CCF are processed. In order to define these parts of reflected signal system enters acquisition mode. Let's consider n ref being number of samples of reference signal, n s -number of samples corresponding shift of object A between measurements. Sliding window of n w samples is used in acquisition mode, . Peak of CCF (if it is) and its position n pi are determined. Afterwards window is shifted by n w -n ref samples and procedure is repeated. When all peaks of CCF n pi are determined system enters measurement mode. In this mode only part of reflected signal y [n] between n pi -n w /2 and n pi +n w /2 are processed and peaks of CCF n pi are determined. During measurement process object A may be shifted and the position of peaks in CCF may change. In order to avoid entering system in acquisition mode windows' positions are corrected after each measurement procedure. The wavelets have become a popular de-noising tool [5] . Many algorithms define a criterion to divide wavelet transform coefficients into two groups. The first group contains the coefficients dominated by noise while other coefficients are rather clean. These algorithms eliminate all wavelet coefficients below a certain threshold. Let's consider the model of received discrete noisy signal
To reconstruct the original data, a wavelet representation is used [4] . An orthogonal matrix W can be used to represent this operation. We consider the following transform:
These transforms localize the most important spatial and frequencies characteristics of a regular signal in a limited number of wavelet coefficients. On the other hand, it is easy to prove that an orthogonal transform of stationary, white noise results in stationary white noise. This means that the expected noise energy is the same in all coefficients. If this energy is not to large, noise has a relatively small influence on the important large regular signal coefficients. These observations suggest replacing the small coefficients by zero, because they are dominated by noise and carry only a small amount of information. The thresholding operations can be represented as:
There are known two methods -hard threshold and soft threshold (or shrinking function) [5] . 
An optimal choice of should maximize SNR( ), i.e. minimize the mean squared error R:
where W = is the noise after operation in the wavelet domain. However because f is unknown, the function R( ) is not computable. For automatic spline smoothing it was suggested to adapt general cross validation (GCV). Our aim is to minimize error function based on an unknown signal. We assume that the value f i can be approximated by a linear GCV combination of its neighbours. So by considering y i a combination of f j , not depending on f i itself, we can eliminate the noise in this particular component. Since we replace it by a weighted average of its neighbours, noise in these components is smoothed. Applied to wavelet procedure this GCV should be a function of threshold value using only known data and having approximately the same minimum as residual function R( ). We have a definition of general cross validation:
, where
Note that if
. For j i = we have:
The results of applying threshold procedure on reflected signal are depicted in Fig. 3 . In this case only a fragment of the Barker code is used for formatting M-sequence. In order to reduce computations reference signal x ref and reflected signal y (signal y after applying threshold procedure) are transformed:
After applying this transform we get digital signals ref x and ỹ with logical values "0" and "1".
This transform is possible because the most important information is the pulse widths of M-sequence. Results of applying procedure (15) are shown in Fig. 2 . The soft threshold procedure allows achieving better visual quality, than hard threshold procedure. But, when the noise level is high, applying soft thresholding procedure more distorts pulse widths of transformed signal ỹ as shown in Fig. 2 . The results of these transforms depend on threshold 1 value, which optimal value varies in accordance to noise level . When the threshold 1 is low additional pulses emerge in transformed signal ỹ , as shown in Fig. 2b . When the threshold value is high pulse widths of transformed signal ỹ are shrinking and pulses may be distorted as shown in Fig. 2c . The optimal threshold 1 value was defined by computing maximum value of correlation function (16) at different threshold 1 values Enlarged number samples per code unit increases system noise immunity, but it was defined that noise immunity considerably increases until 10 = c n . Further noise immunity increase may be achieved enlarging Barker code length. Results depicted in Fig. 3 were achieved using M-sequence 10101. When M-sequence is 110101 noise immunity increases by 12%.
Summary
The main problem in ultrasonic non-destructive testing systems is to cancel out effects of the noise from the surroundings. Some measures have to be taken so that the original signal is not prone to mixing with environmental noise at any working condition. These measures increases amount of calculations and limits sonar measurement application in real time systems and very important problem is to reduce amount of calculations in such systems. Amount of calculations in sonar nondestructive testing systems depend on: the length of processed reflected signal, de-noising method, and the length of reference signal. Real time non-destructive testing system with reduced amount of calculations is suggested. Such measures reduced the amount of calculations in this system: only parts of reflected signal corresponding peaks CCF are processed, wavelet transform based noise reduction method is used, and the length of reference signal is limited by defining optimal number of samples per code unit.
